FRAMING

CASE ABOUT THE PROBLEM, NOT THE SOLUTION

WE ARE WORKING TOGETHER NOT COMPETITING

WHAT IS THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY?

PREVIOUS WORKSHOP

COLLECTIVE PROBLEM MAPPING

MAPPING PEOPLE'S CAREERS

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

2021 ONE WEEK CIRCULAR ECONOMY KIT

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

CREATING TEST SHARE

DESIGN INNOVATION

UNDERSTAND DESIGN

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

WIDER SCALE

ASSOCIATION

RESTAURANTS

MIGROS SHOPS

LOCAL

EXISTING FOOD CALORIE SCORE PLATFORMS

YUKA

STARTUP ON CO2

CHRISTIAN BY ALESSANDRA CHANGEMAKER

INTEGRATIVE SCHWAB FOOD AND

COLLABORATION?

SEE HOW THEY PROCEED TO CREATE THEIR APP AND ASK

THE NEXT STEP, IMPLEMENTING NEW SOLUTIONS WITH MIGROS

SEARCH FOR INSPIRATION + SEE HOW WE CAN COLLABORATE

BROUNO COLLABORATION?

FARMERS

LOCAL

AGIRBALYSE EVENTUALLY IF THEY HAVE A DATABASE

CONTACT - ASSESSMENT, INFORMATION

METHODOLOGY OF FRC AND ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

PROPOSING THE AGIRBALYSE DATABASE AND WEIGHTING FACTORS (FREE ACCESS) FOR

FUNDINGS SEMESTER PROJECT ON THE EPFL CAMPUS

A SCORE THAT ALLOW INFORMED CHOICE

SUSTAINABLE ACTION

PLAST' IMPACT

OTHER IDEAS

IN SUPERMARKETS: MAKE THEM ACT

PELLATON LOUISE DES COLIBRIS SUSTAINABILITY ISSUES?

HOW CAN WE RAISE THE AMOUNT OF PLASTIC + ITS IMPACT ON AWARENESS

RAISING AWARENESS ON

AND MAKE A "SCORE"

TIME BANKING, OPEN SOURCES CODES...

ADVICE ON TIME BANKING, OPEN SOURCES CODES...

ECONOMIC MODEL + LOCAL PARTNERSHIP

**LE VORACE** - TEACHING SUPPORT

CIRCULAR ECONOMY HUB/TASK FORCE

EXPERIENCED IN THE FIELD OF CIRCULAR ECONOMY

SERIOUS GAMES EXTERNAL LINK

ECONOMIC MODEL + LOCAL PARTNERSHIP

AMAZON, GEEV APP

TECHNICAL ECONOMY DRIVING

RESEARCH TO DRIVE REAL VALUE OF FOOD

PHILOSOPHY OF THE CIRCLE IT DATA PARTNERSHIP + TEST SESSIONS

HACKATHONS

SWITCHRS

FOR GOODS AND THE EPFL CAMPUS

COLLABORATION FOR PILOT PROJECTS ON

FUNDINGS

INGENIERS ENGAGÉS

EXPERTISE ON CE

ECONOMIC MODEL + LOCAL PARTNERSHIP

HOSTED BY EPFL LAB ENLIEN.CH

LE VORACE

LE VORACE

FAIR' ACT 2021

SHARELY

REPAIR CAFÉ

MAINTENANCE

REPAIRING/MODIFYING THE CLOTHES BEFORE REDISTRIBUTION

FEASABILITY STUDIES

EVENTS FOR SHARING, RESELLING TESAID SURPLUSES THROUGH OUR PLATEFORM

AND RAISE ECONOMY"